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26 September
In April 2008, as the global financial crisis was brewing, Angela Merkel 
hosted a 60th birthday reception in her Berlin chancellery for Deutsche 
Bank’s then-chief executive Josef Ackermann. Eight years later, her 
government is doing its best to keep Germany’s biggest bank at arm’s 
length.

Volkswagen AG’s attempts to contain the fallout from the emissions 
cheating suffered a setback after Audi, the group’s biggest profit 
center, lost a key engineer tainted by the scandal.

The Bank of Israel held its interest rate at a record low as the economy 
picked up steam, and raised its economic growth forecasts for this 
year and next.

The German government will have to bail out Deutsche Bank AG if its 
financial situation gets bad enough, Allianz Global Investors AG Chief 
Investment Officer Andreas Utermann said.

27 September
The World Economic Forum named Switzerland the most competitive 
nation for an eighth straight year as it warned less open trade was 
threatening economic growth globally.

Mario Draghi is facing some of his prominent German opponents as 
lawmakers in Berlin get a rare chance to press him for an eventual end 
to record-low interest rates in the euro area.

Saudi Arabia gave the strongest indication yet it’s ready to compromise 
with regional rival Iran, potentially paving the way for the first limit on 
oil production in two years, although a deal is unlikely until OPEC’s next 
meeting in November.

Postal Savings Bank of China Co. made a tepid share market debut 
in Hong Kong as a Chinese business magazine reported that a fund 
connected with billionaire George Soros was among investors.

29 September
U.K. consumers appear to be shrugging off some initial Brexit concerns 
as their worst fears about the economy are allayed.

Even before the opening bell in New York, Thursday looked like a grim 
day for some of the giants of global banking.

Credit Suisse Group AG expects the Middle East to account for a 
significant part of its growth in private banking as the number of super 
wealthy individuals in the region increases.

Buying bargain-bin coal mines amid the worst commodity slump in 
a generation has turned into a savvy bet as prices of the fuel surge.

30 September
Deutsche Bank AG is poised to reach an agreement with labor 
representatives this week that will pave the way for the German 
lender to eliminate about 1,000 jobs in its home market as part of Chief 
Executive Officer John Cryan’s cost cuts announced last year, said 
people with knowledge of the matter.

Saudi Arabia’s central bank directed local lenders to reschedule the 
consumer loans of clients affected by last week’s decision to scrap 
the bonuses and allowances of many state employees.

Singapore home prices dropped by the most in more than seven years 
as developers offered discounts amid signals from the government 
that it won’t roll back property curbs initiated in 2009.

Oil investors’ bullish bets on last week’s OPEC meeting paid off.

28 September
European Union governments are refusing to grant the U.K. any 
leeway on the link between immigration and trade as it prepares to 
leave the bloc, raising the likelihood of a “hard Brexit.”

OPEC agreed to the outline of a deal that will cut production for 
the first time in eight years, surprising traders who had expected a 
continuation of the pump-at-will policy the group adopted in 2014 at 
the instigation of Saudi Arabia.

Secretary of State John Kerry warned that the U.S. will suspend 
contacts with Russia over Syria unless President Vladimir Putin’s 
government stops a bombing campaign by Russian and Syrian forces 
in the besieged city of Aleppo.

Investors rushing to pull money out of the Philippines are neglecting 
one key positive -- the economy is growing faster than almost 
anywhere else on the planet.
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